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<p style="margin: 0px; padding: 0px; border: 0px; font: inherit; vertical-align: baseline; color: inherit">As of 1200 today, there were 2,746 reported cases in Louisiana and 119 deaths associated with the virus.</p>

There are 773 persons hospitalized and 270 of those are on ventilator.

<b>Opportunities</b>&nbsp;or <b>Supply</b>&nbsp;or <b>equipment</b>&nbsp;or <b>ventilator.</b>


<b>FEMA Study on Grocery Industry.</b>

During the FEMA National BEOC conference call today, they briefed the initial results of their study of the New York City food supply chain. It showed that the grocery industry was able to adapt remarkably to the increased demands on supply and there was no evidence that it could not be sustained.</div>